The large experimental values of the components Ay and Ayy of the analyzing power for deuterons in several processes suggest the possibility of extreme values Ay = ± 1 and Ayy = 1. Criteria to judge maximum possible polarization states for an ensemble of polarized spin-1 particles produced in a nuclear reaction have.been given by Lakin 1 ) and Minnaert 2 ).
They are based on the fact that the density matrix is posi-. tive semidefinite. Its expansion in terms of tensor operators Tkq imposes conditions on the tensormoments tkq· Due to time reversal invariance, identical limitations apply for the polariz.ation efficiencies Tkq· They are particularly simple in a transverse coordinate systemS' with the z'-axis perpendicular to the reaction plane.
The are
observables Tkq in terms of those defined by the Madison Convention
In the space (Tio, 121 T2 
Consequently Ay = 1 is a prerequisite for ~ = ± 1, and the othe~ efficiencies ar~ numerically determined. ThJ.s was shown for 4 He(d,d) 4 He by Gruebler et al.
3 ), using the properties of that particular M-matri>:. From the derivation here, it is obvious that eqs. (4) It also should be noted that it is the direction perpendicular to the scattering plane (y-axis) which yields the large values of the analyzing power. The Madison Convention, generally used for the description of both the M-matrix and the experimental data, does not use this preferred direction as the quantization axis. An investigation of the conditions on theM-matrix in·a transverse coordinate system is in progress. 
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